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The Prehistoric Bison of

Yellowstone National Park

By Richard B. Keigley

On the Ground

• When Yellowstone National Park (YNP) was
established in 1872, American bison (Bison bison)
were living in the park’s forests and mountains.

• A study conducted in the 1960s concluded that
those were Mountain bison (Bison bison athabascae),
a subspecies adapted to mountain habitat. It was
assumed that those historical bison occupied their
native habitat and had done so in prehistoric times.

• When archaeological evidence of YNP bison was
discovered in the mid-1990s it seemed reasonable
to assume that those bones were derived from a
herd of native prehistoric bison.

• However, a review of archaeological, historical,
genetic, and ecological evidence suggests a differ-
ent history. Namely, herds of bison were absent
before 1840. Sometime between 1840 and the mid-
1850s, plains bison were driven into the mountain
forest in and near YNP. In those forests, bison were
relatively safe from horse-mounted, bow-and-arrow-
armed Native American hunters.

• Archaeological evidence suggests that YNPs pre-
historic bison were bulls that left herds on the low-
elevation plains that surround the park; the bulls
would have traveled up mountain drainages to the
Yellowstone volcanic plateau.

• Bison played no significant role in the ecological
processes that shaped YNPs prehistoric landscape.
YNPs modern bison herd is causing significant
changes in range condition.
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Introduction

The American bison (Bison bison), commonly called
buffalo, is one of Yellowstone National Park’s (YNP) iconic

wildlife species. On an autumn drive through the Lamar
Valley of northern YNP, a visitor can see hundreds or
thousands of bison (Fig. 1). According to a YNP website,

“Yellowstone is the only place in the United States where bison have

lived continuously since prehistoric times. … They exhibit wild

behavior like their ancient ancestors, congregating during the

breeding season to compete for mates, as well as migration and

exploration that result in the use of new habitat areas.”1

An autumn visitor to the Lamar Valley can imagine that
the bison grazing there are in their natural setting and
behaving just as their prehistoric ancestors did.

But the story is not so simple. By the 1880s, there were
conflicting explanations for the presence of YNP’s historical
bison. According to George Bird Grinnell, naturalist and
early visitor to YNP, “These are mountain buffalo, and, from
their habit of living in the thick timber and on the rough
mountainsides, they are only now and then seen by visitors to
the park.”2 Grinnell’s account suggests that the mountain
buffalo were in their native habitat, which in turn suggests
that bison were present prehistorically.

According to another account, the park’s bison were plains
bison that had been driven by hunters into the mountain
forests.3 Those plains bison would have been occupying
foreign habitat and were absent prehistorically.

Today, it is commonly believed that bison were prehistor-
ically present in YNP. How did this belief develop? In the
1880s, why did others believe that YNP’s bison were plains
bison, driven into the mountains seeking refuge from hunters?
Below I examine the evidence behind both conclusions. The
respective sections are titled “Argument for Prehistoric Presence
of Bison Herds” and “Argument for Prehistoric Absence of
Bison Herds.” At the end of the paper, the arguments are
compared in a section titled “Weight of Evidence.”

Background

Historical Overview

Bison were present in YNP when the park was established
in 1872. From 1880 to 1902, the park’s bison declined from
about 600 to 22 animals.4,5 In 1902, plains bison from private
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herds were brought to Yellowstone to replenish the wild herd:
18 cows from northwest Montana and 3 bulls from Texas.6

The introduced bison were originally pastured near park
headquarters in northwest YNP. In 1907, the introduced
bison were moved to the Buffalo Ranch in the Lamar
Valley.7,8

The herd was managed similarly to domestic livestock;
bison were branded, herded, and fed hay from cultivated fields
in the Lamar Valley.9,10 From 1908 to 1967, bison were
culled from the herd, at first in small numbers, and then in
numbers that were large enough to affect population size.
Culling stopped in 1967; the bison population then increased
to levels that have no historical precedent (Fig. 2).

Geographic Setting

Most of YNP is located in the northwest corner of
Wyoming; the northern and western boundaries extend a
short distance into Montana and Idaho (Fig. 3). Recognizing
that before 1872 the park had not yet been established, I use
“YNP” (i.e., in quotes) to refer to the prepark geographic area
within the current boundary. In describing locations, I use the
names of modern cities and states, recognizing that some did
not exist during the time period under discussion; these names
are also placed in quotes (e.g., “Billings, Montana”).

Conceptually, the region consists of three physiographic
features (see Fig. 3). YNP is a volcanic plateau; Yellowstone’s
modern bison graze on this plateau. Forested mountains

surround the volcanic plateau; the bison described earlier by
Grinnell were in these mountains. Low-elevation plains
surround those mountains. Immense herds of bison histor-
ically roamed the low-elevation plains along the Green,
Snake, Madison, and lower Yellowstone rivers.

YNP and the surrounding region are referred to as the
Greater Yellowstone Area (GYA). The areal extent of the
GYA is informal and subjective; it could include much of the
area depicted in Figure 3. As a result, the GYA is a
heterogeneous landscape that includes low-elevation plains,
forested mountains, and the Yellowstone volcanic plateau.

Mountain Buffalo

An elusive animal, the “mountain buffalo,” played a major
role in shaping popular beliefs about YNP’s modern bison. To
understand why, one must know a bit of history.

Throughout the mid-1800s, hunters in theWestern United
States occasionally reported finding bison in remote mountain
forests, bison that were aptly called “mountain buffalo.”11

Those bison had no formal taxonomic status. In Canada, a
similar phenomenon occurred. Hunters encountered large
bison in the woodlands that never ventured into the open
plains. Those bison were called the “wood buffalo.”12

In 1897, Samuel Rhoads split the bison species (Bison
bison) into two subspecies by publishing the type description
for Bison bison athabascae; the subspecies was given the
common names “wood or mountain buffalo.”The range of the

Figure 1. In the summer and early fall, many hundreds of bison can be seen in Yellowstone’s Lamar Valley. Photo courtesy of Richard B. Keigley.
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subspecies spanned an area bounded by 63° to 55° north
latitudes, and from the east slope of the Rocky Mountains
eastward to the 95th meridian. Rhoads noted that the wood
buffalo probably ranged south along the Rocky Mountains to
the United States, but made no mention of the mountain
buffalo reported to live in YNP.13

By separating Bison bison athabascae from Bison bison,
Rhoads automatically established the plains bison subspecies,
Bison bison bison.14

For the next 50 years, Yellowstone’s historical bison were
assumed to be plains bison (Bison bison bison) that happened
to live in the mountains. That began to change in 1947 when
paleontologists Morris Skinner and Ove Kaisen noted:

“The skull size of specimens of native wild bison from Yellowstone

Park in the United States National Museum suggests that it

approximates the skull size of athabascae of the north. These bison

have never been considered other than a part of the plains race, but

they may possibly represent athabascae.”15

Figure 2. Bison population data. Fluctuations in population size are primarily caused by management culling.101-104

Figure 3. Regional geography. Yellowstone National Park is located on a high-elevation volcanic plateau, isolated from the surrounding low-elevation plains
by forested mountains. The major historical buffalo hunting ground was located along the Yellowstone River corridor downstream from Billings, Montana.
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This paper raised the possibility that Yellowstone’s
historical bison were genetically distinct from the plains bison.

In 1964, geologist David Love found a bison skull in an oil
seep on the Mirror Plateau of YNP. He sent the skull to
Skinner, who identified it as an exceptionally long-horned,
young bull Bison bison athabascae. But Skinner was equivocal
about his identification: “Note however, that practically all
measurements, with the exception of horn cores, fall well
within a large sample of Plains bison.”16

The aforementioned history has the following significance:
Morris Skinner tentatively identified YNP’s historical bison as
belonging to a subspecies that was genetically adapted to
mountain habitat.

Argument for Prehistoric Presence of Bison
Herds

Mid-1960s: The Origin of a Belief

In the mid-1960s, Mary Meagher conducted a study of
YNP bison that formed the starting point for modern
beliefs.17 Citing reports by William Blackmore, Philetus
Norris, and Arnold Hague, Meagher noted that YNP’s
historical bison lived in mountain forests.18–20

Meagher was aware of the conflicting views of historical
bison:

“A misconception of some writers—that Yellowstone’s bison of

historic times were displaced survivors from the Great Plains

slaughter probably stems from: 1) the lack of recognition of two

subspecies of Bison bison; and 2) the impression that explorers found

little game in the Rocky Mountains.”

Aware of Morris Skinner’s identification of the bull bison
found by David Love, Meagher concluded that YNP’s
historical bison were Bison bison athabascae.21

Meagher described evidence suggestive of prehistoric
presence. She noted the skull found by David Love. In
addition, she noted potential evidence of prehistoric bison
discovered close to YNP. Namely, in the course of a wildlife
survey northeast of the park, fragments of bison skulls and
long bones were found at the edge of a glacier. The authors of
the study noted that the bones “indicated past occupancy by
bulls, cows, and calves.”22

But none of this evidence had been dated. The evidence
was suggestive of—but not proof of—the prehistoric presence
of a bison herd. Nevertheless, Meagher concluded that,
“modern bison inhabited the area before historic times,
perhaps before the most recent period of intermountain
glaciation.”23

Meagher estimated that, “Present (1968) numbers are half
or less than those of probable historic numbers.” In 1968,
there were 397 bison in YNP, placing the estimated historic
population at about 800; she did not describe the evidence on
which the estimate was based. Meagher did not speculate on
the migratory behavior of prehistoric bison, but did note that,
“The present (i.e., 1968) wintering distribution within the
park approximates that of the historic population.”24

At the time ofMeagher’s study, the plains bison brought to
YNP in 1902 were well established. By the mid-1920s, those

plains bison had begun interbreeding with the descendants of
the historical bison.25 Meagher estimated that, in 1968, 30%
to 40% of the herd’s genetic composition was comprised of the
mountain bison strain.26

1967: Management by Natural Regulation Begins

For political reasons, YNP was forced to alter its wildlife
management in 1967, and the culling of bison ceased.27 In
1971, YNP began to manage ungulates based on a set of
hypotheses collectively referred to as the “natural regulation
paradigm.”28 According to this paradigm, predation had a
minimal role in controlling ungulate population size. Culling
was deemed unnecessary because populations were controlled
by the quality of diet and periodic harsh winters; this was
hypothesized to occur without causing harm to habitat.29

After reaching a low of 226 in the winter of 1966/1967, the
bison population steadily increased. The winter count of 1983/
1984 was 2,160.30 That winter, several small groups of bison left
the park at theNorthEntrancenearGardiner,Montana (Fig. 4).31

To prevent contact with cattle in theGardiner Basin, theMontana
Fish and Game Department (now called Fish, Wildlife & Parks)
shot three bison and hazed others back to the park; this was done
because YNP bison carry brucellosis (infection by Brucella abortus),
a disease that could potentially harm the livestock industry.32,33 In
the winter of 1984/1985, increasing numbers of bison crossed the
boundary; the Montana Fish and Game Department shot 88.34

According to Superintendent Barbee, “Bison management was
one of the more critical and sensitive management issues of
1986.”35

1986: Ancestral Winter Range
Wildlife in Transition, a book prepared by YNP, described

the state of knowledge as of 1986.36 The winter count for
1985/1986 was 2,456.37 The authors ofWildlife in Transition
did not explain why this number was so large compared with
Meagher’s original estimate of 800 historical bison.Wildlife in
Transition did not discuss archaeological evidence. No new
evidence had been discovered since Meagher’s mid-1960s
study.

Wildlife in Transition concluded that YNP’s bison had an
ancestral winter range outside the park’s northwest boundary.
The authors described no evidence that documented the
existence of that ancestral winter range.

1990s: Archaeological Evidence of Prehistoric
YNP Bison

Archaeological evidence of prehistoric YNP bison began to
accumulate in the 1990s. That evidence documented the
presence of a prehistoric bull and the presence of prehistoric
bison, the gender of which was not determined.38

1999: Genetic Analysis of YNP’s Historical Bison
In the 1960s, the prehistoric presence of bison was

predicated on the assumption that those bison were a
subspecies adapted to live in the mountains.39 Because of
interbreeding, the herd studied byMeagher was believed to be
a genetic blend of the historical mountain bison and the plains
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bison introduced in 1902 (see earlier section, “Mid-1960s:
The Origin of a Belief”).

The genetic status of YNP bison was assessed in a study
that examined the similarity of populations of Canadian wood
bison (Bison bison athabascae), plains bison (Bison bison bison),
and YNP bison, reportedly a blend of the two subspecies. The
authors hypothesized that if the mountain subspecies existed,
YNP bison should be either genetically distinct from other
bison populations or closely aligned with wood bison
populations. This was not the case: “As neither of these are
supported by our results, the bison indigenous to Yellowstone
were probably not mountain bison, but rather plains bison
driven to the area by hunters.”40

2005: Ancestral Winter Range Expands to Living-
ston, Montana

In 2005, a group headed by Cormack Gates produced a
report titled “The Ecology of Bison Movements and
Distribution In and Beyond Yellowstone National Park.”41

The report expanded the prehistoric bison winter range: “The
Lamar Valley and the Yellowstone River Valley north to
Livingston…can be considered the original Northern Range
of Yellowstone bison.”41 Seasonal migration of bison
between the Lamar Valley and Livingston, Montana would

involve a distance of some 80 miles and require traversing
mountainous terrain or travel through a rocky, narrow canyon
(see Figs. 3 and 4). The Gates report did not describe
evidence that this occurred.

In the winter of 2004/2005, 4,215 bison were counted;
over the period 1984 to 2005, 3,968 bison had been removed
from the herd.42,43 The Gates report did not explain why the
recent bison population was so much larger than the historical
estimate of 800 proposed by Mary Meagher. The report
concluded that,

“Yellowstone National Park is the only area in the lower 48 states

where bison have existed in a wild state since prehistoric times.

Bison occupied the region encompassing the park from shortly after

recession of the last glaciers 10,000 to 12,000 years ago.”44

2006: Historical Bison Homogeneously Distributed
Across GYA

A publication titled “Greater Yellowstone Bison Distri-
bution and Abundance in the Early Historical Period”
summarized its findings as follows: “What the historical
record does tell us is that bison were here, they were all over
the place, they were abundant.”45 The publication implied
that the Yellowstone region was homogeneous with respect to
bison habitat. Evidence was drawn from three early historical

Figure 4. Yellowstone geography. The Bannock Trail was a network of trails used by Native Americans to access the buffalo hunting ground on the lower
Yellowstone River.105,106
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accounts, one by Sacagawea (Lewis and Clark Expedition),
and two by trapper Warren Ferris.

Account 1
In 1806, in the vicinity of Three Forks, Montana,

Sacagawea (a Shoshone Indian who accompanied the
group) informed William Clark that bison had once been
abundant in the surrounding plains and valleys as high as the
head of the Jefferson River, but now (in 1806) few return
because of constant hunting by the Shoshone Indians.46 This
account took place some 65 miles northwest of YNP (see Fig.
3: “Sacajawea 1806”).

Account 2
In 1832 on the Henry’s Fork on the Snake River Plains,

Idaho, Warren Ferris observed that, “the plains were covered
with buffalo, in all directions, as far as we could discern
them.”47 This account took place about 50 miles southwest of
YNP (see Fig. 3: “Ferris 1832”).

Account 3
In 1833 at the head of the New Fork River, Wyoming,

Warren Ferris, observed that, “immense herds of bison were
seen in every direction galloping over the prairie.”48 This
account took place in westernWyoming, about 85 miles south
of YNP (see Fig. 3: “Ferris 1833”).

The conclusion that bison were regionally abundant was an
assumption based on the extrapolation of evidence. The three
accounts described conditions many miles from YNP. The
authors did not include the earliest, detailed account of pre–
Euro-American YNP: Osborne Russell’s “Journal of a
Trapper.”49 As I describe later in this paper, Russell’s journal
is key to understanding the status of bison in early historical
YNP.

Analysis

The history discussed earlier includes conclusions based on
evidence and simple assertions. In the discussion that follows,
I distinguish between two kinds of conclusions, those based
on compelling evidence and those based on suggestive evidence.

A conclusion based on compelling evidence is difficult to
dismiss out of hand. For example, in his 1880 annual report,
Superintendent Norris reported that bison were present in the
mountains of early historical YNP; other writers of the timemade
similar reports. We can be fairly certain that bison were present.

A conclusion based on suggestive evidence is vulnerable to
plausible explanations or to the discovery of contradictory
compelling evidence. For example, the 1964 discovery of the
bull bison skull was suggestive evidence of prehistoric bison
(see earlier, “Mid-1960s: The Origin of a Belief”). But the
skull had not been dated. The bull could plausibly have died in
historic times.

Weight of evidence is a measure of the bodies of evidence
that support competing conclusions. How much evidence is
there? Is the evidence compelling or suggestive?

As defined here, an assertion is a statement backed by no
evidence; it is a total fabrication.

Origin of a premise
In 1965, Morris Skinner tentatively identified a YNP bull

bison as Bison bison athabascae (see earlier, Mountain
Buffalo).50 That identification suggested that YNP had
been occupied by a subspecies adapted to mountain habitat.

Based on that suggestive evidence, Mary Meagher drew
the following conclusions: 1) the bison seen by early visitors to
YNP were Bison bison athabascae; 2) those bison were living in
their native mountain habitat; and 3) they lived in that native
habitat in prehistoric time (see earlier, “Mid-1960s: The
Origin of a Belief”). Arguably, by the time Meagher’s study
was published, the presence of prehistoric herds of bison in
YNP had become a belief—a premise.

Archaeology and logic
Given the belief that bison were prehistorically present, it

would be natural to assume that any archaeological evidence of
bison would be derived from a prehistoric herd. But, as
described below, such a conclusion would be based on the
logical fallacy argument to ignorance.

Argument to ignorance applies to situations where the
significance of evidence is uncertain. The fallacy consists of a
couplet that expresses contrary conclusions:

Form A: Proposition A is not known to be false; therefore,
Proposition A is true.
Form B: Proposition A is not known to be true; therefore,
Proposition A is false.51

Because one can chose to believe that Proposition A is
either true or false, one can support their belief by making the
appropriate choice of the two forms. Conclusions reached by
argument to ignorance are incompatible with the scientific
method.

How does this apply to the interpretation of archaeological
evidence? At the present time, no archaeological evidence
unequivocally documents the prehistoric presence of a cow or
calf bison (K. Cannon, personal communication, February
2018). Recall that the existing evidence consists of: 1) bones
from bull bison, and 2) bones from bison, the gender of which
has not been determined. Bones in the second category could
represent: 1) all bulls, 2) all cows, or 3) a mix of bulls and cows.
We are “ignorant” (i.e., uncertain) of the actual gender
represented by those bones. Under this circumstance,
argument to ignorance can be expressed as:

Form A: Prehistoric cow bones are not known to be absent;
therefore, prehistoric cow bones are present.
Form B: Prehistoric cow bones are not known to be
present; therefore, prehistoric cow bones are absent.

In Form A, argument to ignorance can “confirm” the
assumption that herds of bison were prehistorically present. It
appears that some individuals adopted the premise that herds
of bison (bulls, cows, and calves) were prehistorically present,
and interpreted the evidence based on that premise. But such
a conclusion is not rigorous with respect to logic.

Later in this paper I describe the circumstances surround-
ing a bison calf bone excavated in the Lamar Valley (see:
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Archaeological Site 48YE168 below). Suffice it to say, the bone
does not document the presence of a cow or calf in prehistoric
time.

Rationalization
“The Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy” defines

rationalization (in part) as: “pseudo-explanations, often
motivated by a desire to exhibit an item in a favorable light.
Such rationalizations sometimes involve self-deception.”52

With respect to the YNP bison issue, rationalization is the
process of explaining why existing conditions do not comport
with expected conditions. How to explain the absence of
prehistoric cow bison bones? This is one way: the evidence of
cow bison exists, but has not yet been discovered.

It is important to recognize that prehistoric evidence of
cow bison may be discovered in the future. But in the
meantime, rationalization should not be the basis for
concluding that prehistoric cow bones are present.

Assertion
It is striking to note that an important aspect of the

prehistoric bison issue is totally lacking in evidence: extensive
seasonal migration. In his 1880 Annual Report, Superinten-
dent Norris noted that about 200 bison summered in the
Absaroka Mountains north of YNP and wintered in the
adjacent Lamar Valley (see Fig. 4).53 In contrast, the 2005
report by Cormack Gates concluded that there was seasonal
movement between the Lamar Valley and the Paradise Valley,
as far north as Livingston, Montana, a distance of some 80
miles.54 No evidence documents this seasonal migration; it
was simply asserted to be true. A conclusion based on
assertion is not compatible with the scientific method.

Argument forPrehistoricAbsenceofBisonHerds

Archaeological Evidence of Bison
Recall that the archaeological evidence documents the

presence of a prehistoric bull and the presence of prehistoric
bison, the gender of which has not been determined.55

Because of the fallacy argument to ignorance, we cannot use
that collection of bones to conclude that cows were—or were
not—prehistorically present (see earlier, “Archaeology and
logic”). But there is another line of archaeological evidence
that allows us to make an inference.

Ken Cannon noted that YNP’s archaeological sites
documented the deaths of single animals and noted that
this suggested a pattern of pursuing isolated bulls. He noted
that this pattern differed from the “plains-style” pattern in
which multiple bison were killed, including cows and calves.56

Plains-style archaeological sites have been found on the low-
elevation plains that surround YNP.57

Cannon also noted that the hunting of isolated or small
groups of bulls had been documented in other mountain
settings, citing a study by Brian Reeves.58 Reeves noted that
herds seasonally segregated by gender, with bulls leaving cow–
calf groups at low elevations to travel up mountain valleys.
Thus, the existing archaeological evidence suggests that, in

prehistoric times, solitary or small groups of bulls wandered
into “YNP” from the low-elevation plains that surround the
Yellowstone volcanic plateau (see Fig. 3).

1835–1839: Journal of a Trapper
Osborne Russell’s Journal of a Trapper is the earliest detailed

description of early historical YNP49. Russell was in the region
from 1834 to 1842; in his journal are day-by-day descriptions of
the abundance and distribution of bison during his 9-year stay.
Russell crisscrossed the Yellowstone region multiple times, from
the Snake River Plains of southeast Idaho, down the Madison
River, and down the Yellowstone River to approximately
“Billings, Montana.” Russell reported, “thousands” (on the
Snake River Plains near Fort Hall, Idaho), “large numbers” (in
the lower Madison River Valley), “immense bands” (25 miles up
the Shields River), and “thousands” (near “Billings, Montana”).

In 1835, 1836, 1837, and 1839, Russell’s party traveled
through “YNP” and adjacent mountains, spending about 140
days in the region (118 days were spent in “YNP”). The travel
occurred during July, August, and September. In the course of
his travels, Russell visited the Lamar Valley, the Gardiner
Basin, and Firehole Basin. He did not report the sighting of a
single bison. There is a marked contrast between the frequent
reports of bison outside “YNP” and the absence of reports
while in “YNP.” That contrast is suggestive evidence that bison
were absent in “YNP.”

In July and August of 1839, Russell’s party traveled through
“YNP” from the “Firehole Basin” to the “Lamar Valley” and
adjacent AbsarokaMountains, where they spent 19 days (see Fig.
4). Today,many hundreds of bison can be seen in the vicinity (see
Fig. 1). On August 16, the party traveled northwest across the
AbsarokaMountains into the Paradise Valley at the approximate
location of “Emigrant, Montana.”59

At “Emigrant, Montana” some of Russell’s comrades
announced their intention to hunt buffalo on the low-
elevation plains to the north. Russell protested; there were
hostile Blackfeet there, and there was no reason to risk their
lives because they had “plenty of fat deer and mutton.”Despite
that warning, his partners left and returned that night “with
their animals loaded with cow (buffalo) meat.” This account
indicates that the men strongly preferred bison meat to deer
meat. During the 19 days they spent in the vicinity of the
Lamar Valley, the group would surely have hunted bison had
bison been present. This is compelling evidence of absence.

If herds of bison were absent in the 1830s, why were bison
living in the mountains in the 1870s? This part of the history
is described below.

Native Americans and YNP Bison
There is no evidence that Native Americans densely

populated “YNP” before 1840. In 1835 and 1836, Osborne
Russell encountered a band of “Snake Indians” comprised of 6
men, 7 women, and 8 to 10 children; they traveled on foot
aided by about 30 dogs. The encounter took place in the
Lamar Valley; Russell described the group as the “sole
inhabitants.” Based on the skins that were traded, these
Indians did not hunt buffalo in the Lamar Valley.60
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After 1840, circumstances described later in this paper
caused the Bannock, Shoshone, and Crow Indians to travel
into “YNP” in search of game. There is compelling evidence
that, in their pursuit of game, Native Americans drove plains
bison into the mountains adjacent to YNP. I conclude that
those were YNP’s historical bison.

Below I describe three lines of evidence that support this
conclusion: 1) before 1840, the Bannock, Shoshone, and
Crow Indians hunted bison outside YNP; 2) after 1840 there
was reason to change hunting territories; and 3) there is an
account that documents the pursuit of bison into YNP.

Crow Indians
In 1805, François-Antoine Larocque spent the summer

traveling with the Crow; the group numbered 2,400
individuals living in 300 lodges.61 For protection against
hostile tribes, the Crow travelled and hunted together. Their
hunting ground extended from the Bighorn River valley,
down the Yellowstone River, to the Tongue River in eastern
Montana (see Fig. 3). Larocque described plains covered with
buffalo, large numbers of which were killed by horse-
mounted, bow-and-arrow-armed hunters.

In the years that followed, the Crow were repeatedly
infected with smallpox and diminished in number, leading the
tribe to disperse into bands.62 In 1857 it was reported that

“The nation is very widely dispersed, it is not known where some of

the bands are, and it is known that a large part are even over the

mountains. This unusual dispersion of the Crows has been caused

by their terror of the small-pox, which spread among some of the

lower bands to a considerable extent and caused many deaths.”63

Dispersal into small bands increased the Crow’s vulnera-
bility to attack by hostile tribes. An 1854 account by Indian
Agent Vaughn describes the hostility of the time: “Scarcely a
day passes but the Crow country is infested with more or less
parties of Blackfeet, who murder indiscriminately anything
that comes within their reach.”64

In 1860, Lt. Maynadier (of the Raynolds Expedition)
reported seeing “immense herds” of bison grazing along the
Yellowstone River downstream from “Billings, Montana.”65

In the past, this was prime hunting territory of the Crow
Indians. But in 1860, a band of Crow was hunting buffalo in
the mountain forest far up the Yellowstone River. According
to the account describing that trip, the band was hungry;
buffalo were becoming scarce.66 Apparently, the vulnerability
to attack by hostile tribes outweighed the benefit of hunting
the plentiful bison on the open plains near “Billings.”

The account of that 1860 hunting trip provides the earliest
report of bison in “YNP.” Because of its ecological
significance, I describe its provenance.

Funded by the Works Progress Administration Federal
Writers Project, Elva Howard wrote articles on livestock and
buffalo history. One of the articles described a 1941 interview
with Horace La Bree, who lived near Gardiner, Montana.67

In the course of the interview, Howard asked La Bree for
information on buffalo; La Bree related an encounter with
Crow Chief Plenty Coups about 12 years earlier (about 1929).

While in Gardiner, Montana as an honored guest at a
celebration, 81-year-old Plenty Coups recognized landmarks
he had seen as a youth. Plenty Coups asked to talk to someone
familiar with the country and was put in contact with La Bree.
With La Bree’s knowledge of local topography, Plenty Coups
reconstructed his experience in “YNP.”

When Plenty Coups was about 12 years old, his father took
him on a hunting trip; this places the trip at about 1860.

PlentyCoups recalled, “Abunchhad gone into thePark—and
they could not reach them.” The Crow hunted on horseback. A
dense mountain forest was one place where a bison could find
security from horse-mounted, bow-and-arrow-armed hunters.

Chief Plenty Coups continued: “a herd of 200 or 300—going
up—toward these mountains.”The Crow hunting party pursued
the bison across theYellowstoneRiver, and upBuffaloCreek (the
location being identified by La Bree) where animals were trapped
against a cliff and killed (see Fig. 4). PlentyCoups recalled that, in
previous years, bison gathered on the Buffalo Flat (now called
Buffalo Plateau) to sun themselves and that many were killed.
Approximately 15 years earlier, Osborne Russell’s group trapped
beaver in the area without encountering bison. Based on the
Russell and Plenty Coups accounts, bison arrived in “YNP”
sometime between 1840 and the mid-1850s.

In a section below (Early Euro-American Reports of Bison), I
describe how Buffalo Flat received its name in 1870.

Bannock and Shoshone Indians
On 5 October 1835, Osborne Russell watched a band of

Bannock Indians hunt bison on the Snake River Plains of
southeast Idaho. As he awoke, Russell saw an “immense” herd
of bison “carelessly feeding all over the plain as far as the eye
could see.” He watched as horse-mounted hunters killed
“upwards of a thousand cows without burning one single grain
of powder.” The group had just returned from salmon fishing
to the west and was now focusing their attention on bison.
Russell watched as they set up their “village,” which consisted
of “332 lodges and averaged six persons young and old to each
lodge.” Within 6 years, bison were extirpated from the Snake
River Plains. With respect to this group alone, about 1,800
people required an alternative source of food.68

With bison extirpated from the Snake River Plains, the
Bannock and Shoshone were forced to hunt buffalo elsewhere.
The closest buffalo hunting ground was on the plains in the
vicinity of “Billings, Montana.”

The forested mountains that surround “YNP” obstructed
travel by horseback between home territory in southeast Idaho
and the hunting grounds near “Billings.” The easiest routes
would be those that crossed the mountains using the corridors
provided by river and stream drainages. The Bannock Trail
crossing northern “YNP” was one route to that hunting
ground (see Fig. 4).69,70 As described by Plenty Coups earlier,
drainages such as the Yellowstone River and Buffalo Creek
provided travel routes for horse and bison alike.

Refuge in Mountain Forests

Osborne Russell described the chaos of a bison hunt on the
open plains. From the perspective of a horse-mounted hunter,
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the open plain posed no obstacle to galloping horse or use of
bow and arrow. There were many bison to choose from; if the
pursuit of one bison proved difficult, a hunter could pursue
another. From the perspective of the bison, potential escape
lay in any direction, however, the open plains provided no
protection from the hunter.

The Plenty Coups account is a case study of a bison hunt
along a river corridor surrounded by mountain forests. From
the perspective of the hunter, the river corridor confined the
movement of running bison; this confinement would allow a
hunter to doggedly pursue individual animals. From the
perspective of the bison, potential flight lay in one direction:
along the corridor; however, the surrounding forest provided
potential refuge from the horse-mounted hunter.

Presumably, Plenty Coups’ band hunted moving up the
Yellowstone River to avoid hostile Indians on their traditional
hunting grounds downriver. Any bison they encountered
could only escape by moving in one direction: further upriver.
The net effect would be the displacement of bison from the
plains, up the Yellowstone River and into “YNP.” Travel by
the Bannock and Shoshone along other river corridors would
have the same effect.

Early Euro-American Reports of Bison
The earliest recorded Euro-American report of bison in

“YNP” occurred in 1863. Gold prospector Walter de Lacy
entered “YNP” from the south, traveled up the Snake River,
and exited northwest “YNP” by traveling down the Gallatin
River. While traveling through “scrubby pines” east of
Shoshone Lake, the party saw numerous, fresh tracks of
bison. The de Lacy party did not report seeing an actual bison
while in “YNP.”71

In 1869, the Cook–Folsom Expedition entered “YNP”
from the Gardiner Basin and travelled through Yancey’s Hole,
Lamar Valley, Haden Valley, Firehole Basin, and Madison
Valley.72 They noted mountain lions, wolves, and abundant
elk, deer, sheep, and antelope, but did not report seeing bison
or sign of bison.

In 1870, the Washburn Expedition entered through the
Gardiner Basin, traveling through Yancey’s Hole, Hayden
Valley, Firehole Basin, and Madison Valley. Nathaniel
Langford, a member of the expedition, did not report seeing
bison or sign of bison.73 However, Lt. Gustavus Doane, the
expedition’s military escort, reported seeing numerous fresh
sign of bison in the Upper Geyser Basin (see Fig. 4: “Firehole
Basin”); Doane did not report seeing an actual animal.74

Also in 1870, gold prospector Bart Henderson reported
bison in the AbsarokaMountains north of “YNP.”On 6 June,
Henderson’s party traveled up the Paradise Valley to
Emigrant Gulch, then east across the mountains to “a
beautiful flat, which we gave the name Buffalo Flat, as we
found thousands of buffalo quietly grazing.” This flat is now
called the Buffalo Plateau (see Fig. 4). In addition, Henderson
reported seeing bison in the headwaters of “Hellroaring
Creek” (saw several), the headwaters of Buffalo Creek (plenty
of), the headwaters of the Boulder River (thousands), Lake
Abundance (thousands), and northeast of “YNP” (full of).75

Three decades earlier, Osborne Russell’s group trapped
beaver in those streams and would have crossed the Buffalo
Plateau on his way to “Emigrant, Montana.” If bison were
present on the Buffalo Plateau, those bison would have been
killed for food.

Henderson reported that buffalo were in the headwaters of
what was likely Cache Creek. Traveling down Cache Creek
and the Lamar River, Henderson found thousands of hot
springs and a 40-foot-tall travertine cone he named “Soda
Butte,” now a local landmark. At Soda Butte, Henderson
reported thousands of antelope and flies, but no bison. On 24
July, he travelled down the Lamar River to its confluence with
the Yellowstone, reporting no bison. In modern times, many
hundreds of bison are present in late July in the vicinity of
Soda Butte and in the Lamar Valley (see Fig. 1). On the
“summit” of the divide between the Yellowstone and Lamar
Rivers, Henderson reported the presence of buffalo—not
thousands of, or plenty of—just buffalo.

Like many mountain men and adventurers of the time,
Henderson exaggerated; his numbers of animals seen should
not be taken literally. But the journal is striking in its
description of many bison in multiple locations in the forested
Absaroka Mountains.

The 1871 Hayden Expedition entered through the
Gardiner Basin, traveling through Yancey’s Hole, Firehole
Basin, Hayden Valley, and Lamar Valley. Albert Peale,
expedition mineralogist, reported that a hunter saw a buffalo
in the Firehole Basin but could not kill it.76 This is the first
reported sighting of an actual bison in the Firehole area.
Captain Barlow (leader of a military expedition that
intermittently accompanied the Hayden Expedition) did not
comment on bison until he reached the Fountain Geyser
Basin (in the Firehole Basin, see Fig. 4), where tracks were
seen in great abundance; he does not report seeing an actual
bison.77

The 1872 Hayden Expedition was divided into two
divisions: the north division entered through the Gardiner
Basin and traveled through Yancey’s Hole, Firehole Basin,
and Madison Valley; the south division entered via the
Madison Valley, travelled through the Firehole Basin, and
exited south by way of the Snake River. Clinton H. Merriam,
charged with writing a report on birds and mammals, did not
report the presence of bison.78

William Blackmore, an English lawyer accompanying
Hayden, reported buffalo wallows and buffalo remains near
Mammoth Hot Springs and decayed remains of buffalo at an
Indian encampment in the Lamar Valley.79 Bill Hamilton, a
guide engaged by Blackmore, informed Blackmore that the
Lamar Valley was a favorite winter resort of the buffalo and
that he had captured seven calves the previous spring. No one
on the 1872 Hayden Expedition reported seeing an actual live
bison.

In mid-August 1873, Paul LeHardy, a member of the
Jones Expedition, travelled to the Lamar Valley and reported,
“we saw in the distance quite a number of Buffalo.”80

In 1877 Superintendent Norris provided the earliest
population estimate: 350.81 In 1880, Norris revised the
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number as upward of 600—the highest bison population
estimate in YNP’s early history.82

1883–1897: Arnold Hague, Geologist
Arnold Hague provided the most detailed written account

of YNP’s early historical bison. In 1883, Hague was appointed
geologist in charge of the geologic survey of YNP; he held
leadership positions in the National Academy of Sciences.83

From 1883 to 1889, Hague surveyed the 3,000-square mile
Yellowstone Quadrangle. In 1890, Hague supervised the
survey of the Livingston Quadrangle. In 1897, Hague
conducted a study of the forest reserve east of YNP. Hague
was a scientist intimately familiar with the region and keenly
interested in its wildlife.

Hague provided this description of bison habitat:

“They haunt the most inaccessible and out-of-the-way places, and

what would seem to be the least attractive spots, living in open

glades and pastures, the oases of the dense forest, often only to be

reached by climbing over a tangle of fallen timber.”84

Hague provided this description of bison behavior:

“During long wanderings over the timber plateau, I have never

ceased to be amazed at the resorts selected by them, and by the

rapidity of their disappearance on being alarmed. I have frequently

come upon ground tramped up by buffalo showing every evidence of

recent occupation, but the animals were gone. It is surprising how

few buffalo are seen in midsummer, even by those most familiar

with their haunts and habits.”85

The region studied by Hague extended north to Livingston,
Montana; he was particularly suited to note the presence of
buffalo trails left by seasonal migratory behavior. This is what he
wrote:

“If they ever roamed over this country in large herds, evidence of the

fact should be apparent by well-trodden buffalo trails, which

nowhere form a feature of the Park plateau.”86

Hague believed that YNP bison had been primarily hunted
by Native Americans:

“It is not likely that there ever were many buffalo in the Park, or

that those there ever suffered seriously from the hand of man other

than the Indian.”87

Hague suspected that YNP’s bison were occupying foreign
habitat:

“They (the bison) are probably remnants of much larger herds,

driven from the plains and valleys below, seeking protection (from

hunters) in less frequented resorts.”88

What would lead Hague to suspect that hunters drove
bison into the park? Hague arrived in YNP in 1883, 1 year
after what was likely the final influx of bison into the park. In
1882, General Sheridan reported,

“The game is now being driven toward the park, and if we keep out

the skin hunters the game will naturally drift to where it can find

protection. This year I noticed that buffalo were on the edge of the

park.”89

Hague could have heard first-hand accounts of movement
into the park.

William Hornaday provided a regional perspective:

“Up to the year 1880, so long as buffalo were only killed for robes,

the bands did not decrease materially; but beginning with that

year, when they were killed for their hides as well…they

disappeared rapidly. Up to the year 1881 there were two large

bands, one south of the Yellowstone and the other north of the river.

In the year mentioned, those south of the river were driven north

and never returned, having joined the northern band, and become

practically extinguished.“90

Ecological History

In the previous sections, I described how archaeological
and historical evidence document a history in which herds of
bison were originally absent and later present. To that body of
evidence we can add the evidence of history documented by
ecologic change.

In mid-August 1873, Paul LeHardy described the valley as
being “deeply covered in grass.”91 General Sheridan travelled
up the Lamar Valley on 25 August 1882. He reported, “The
country passed over in this day's march I think may fairly be
considered the best grass and the best wintering country inside
of the National Park.”92 In the 1870s, bison wintered in the
Lamar Valley.93 Geologist Arnold Hague noted the absence
of bison impacts in the YNP region.94

In recent years, the Lamar Valley is grazed to bare ground
(Fig. 5). Since the 1980s, bison have moved to lower
elevations to find grass in the winter.95 The Lamar Valley is
no longer the “best wintering country inside of the National
Park.” The change in ecological condition suggests that there
has been a change in the presence of bison herds.

Archaeological Site 48YE168

A bone found in the Lamar Valley has been cited as
evidence that breeding bison were prehistorically present in
YNP.96 But this evidence is inconclusive.

The archaeological site is 48YE168, located approximately
one-half mile downstream from the confluence of the Lamar
River and Soda Butte Creek. A butchered ulna from a mature
bison was radiocarbon dated at 2,480 ± 70 BP.97 A 54-mm-long
(2.1 inch) innominate bone from a bison calf was collected from a
different pit; the bone was not radiocarbon dated.

On 31 July 1872, William Blackmore camped about one-
half mile below the confluence of the Lamar River and Soda
Butte Creek.98 This places the camp in the immediate vicinity
of 48YE168. Blackmore observed the decayed remains of
bison left by Indians travelling along the Bannock Trail; he
collected a quart of agate (chert) flakes scattered over one-half
acre. The innominate bone of the calf could date from
historical time. To further confound the issue, a few decades
after Blackmore’s visit, a part of site 48YE168 (225 of 1,255
m2) was used as a gravel pit for road construction.99

A single bone appears to document that a calf was present,
but the bone tells us little about the calf’s history. The calf
could have died hundreds of years ago, or it could have been
part of the decaying remains seen by Blackmore in 1872. It
could have died at the site or been transported along the
Bannock Trail. The archaeological report indicates that no
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material was collected and curated.100 This means that we can
neither date the bone nor can we confirm its identity. It would
be speculative to conclude that this bone documented the
presence of a prehistoric bison herd.

Weight of Evidence

Earlier, I described the evidence supporting two contra-
dictory conclusions: 1) bison herds were prehistorically
present; and 2) bison herds were prehistorically absent. The
respective lines of evidence are summarized below.

Bison Herds Were Prehistorically Present
The conclusion that bison herds were prehistorically

present originated from a single piece of suggestive evidence:
in 1965, Morris Skinner identified a bull as being Bison bison
athabascae.

Several secondary conclusions flowed from that suggestive
evidence: 1) YNP’s historical bison were Bison bison
athabascae; 2) those historical bison were genetically adapted
to the mountain habitat in which they were seen; 3) they
occupied that habitat prehistorically; and 4) bones found in
the archaeological record documented the presence of that
prehistoric herd. But genetic analysis has determined that
those historical bison were not Bison bison athabascae; they
were plains bison. This finding eliminated the foundation on
which the secondary conclusions were based.

The presence of prehistoric bison bones is suggestive
evidence that bison herds were prehistorically present. But a
conclusion based on that evidence would employ the logical
fallacy Argument to ignorance (see earlier, “Archaeology and
logic”). Significantly, there is an alternative explanation for
those bones.

Bison Herds Were Prehistorically Absent
There is compelling evidence that bison herds were absent

in 1839: despite a strong preference for bison meat, members
of Osborne Russell’s party did not kill bison in the Lamar
Valley or in the Absaroka Mountains to the north (see earlier,
“1835-1839: Journal of a Trapper”). Two lines of suggestive
evidence are consistent with the absence of bison herds before
1840. First, the contrast between Osborne Russell’s frequent
reports of immense herds while outside of “YNP,” and the
absence of reports while in “YNP” suggests that herds were
absent in 1835 to 1839. Second, the archaeological record
suggests that prehistoric bison were not present in herds, but
rather were single (or small groups of) bulls (see earlier,
“Archaeological Evidence of Bison”).

There is compelling evidence that documents a change in the
hunting territories of Native Americans (see accounts earlier).
There is compelling evidence that documents how hunting by
horse-mounted hunters displaced plains bison into the Absaroka
Mountains in 1860 (see earlier, “Crow Indians”). The history
documented by ecologic change suggests that there has been a
major change in the presence of bison.

An array of evidence indicates that bison herds were absent
before 1840 and explains why herds would later be present.

Yellowstone’s Prehistoric Bison

If we discount conclusions based on argument to ignorance,
there is a virtual absence of evidence to support a conclusion
that bison herds were prehistorically present.

In contrast, there is a body of evidence indicating that
Yellowstone’s prehistoric bison were solitary (or small groups
of) bulls that left herds of bison on the low-elevation plains
and wandered up drainages onto the Yellowstone volcanic

Figure 5. Buffalo wallows in the Lamar Valley. Non-native plants such as desert alyssum (Alyssum desertorum) are becoming established. Photo courtesy
of Richard Keigley, August 2015.
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plateau. Although the frequency of this occurrence cannot be
determined, it seems likely that small numbers of bulls were
present at any point in time. It appears that bison had an
insignificant role in shaping Yellowstone’s prehistoric
landscape.

In essence, I hypothesize that cow bison were absent in
prehistoric time. To reject that hypothesis, one only needs to
document that cows were present. Might this happen?
Perhaps. If so, I look forward to addressing new research
questions. To cite two: Why did early visitors to YNP
encounter so few bison, when thousands are present today?
Why were plains bison living in remote mountain forests in
the 1870s?
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